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ABSTRACT 
Behavioral data concerning animal and human gaits and gait tramitions are simulated as 
emergent propcrtie;; of a central pattern generator (CPG) rnodel. The CPG model is a version 
of the Ellias-Grossberg oscillator. Its neurons obey Hodgkin-Huxley type equations whose 
excitatory signals operate on a faster time scale than their inhibitory signals in a recurrent 
on-center off-surround anatomy. A descending command or GO signal activates the gait;; 
and triggers gait transitions as its amplitude increases. A single model CPG can generate 
both in-phase and anti-phase oscillations at different GO amplitudec;. Phase transitiom; 
fronr either in-phase to anti-phase oscillations, or from anti-phase to in-phase oscillations, 
can occur in different parameter ranges, as the GO signal increases. Quaclrupecl vertebrate 
gaits, including the amble, the walk, all three pairwise gaits (trot, pace, and gallop), and 
the pronk arc simulated using this property. Rapid gait transitions arc sinmla.tcd in the 
order walk, trot, pace, and gallop that occurs in the cat, along with t.hc observed incrca;,c 
in oscillation frequency. Precise control of quadruped gait switching uses GO-dependent. 
modulation of inhibitory interactions, which generates a different functional anatomy a.t 
difFerent arousal levels. 'fhe primary hurnan ga,its (the walk and the run) and elephant gaits 
(the arnble and the walk) arc sirnulatecl, without rnoclula.tion, by oscillations with the same 
phase relationships but different wavcforrn shapes at different GO signal levels, much as the 
duty cycles of the feet are longer in the walk than in the run. Relevant ncmal data from 
spinal cord, globus palliclus, and rnotor cortex, among other ;;truct.urcs, arc clisc:u:;scd. 
KeyWords: Central pattern generator, oscillations, neural network, gait, spinal cord, globu0 
pallidus, GO :;igna.J, lateral inhibition, ;;tate--dependent modulation. 
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1. Coordination of Movement Gaits 
During exploration of their environrnents, terrestrial animals effortlessly generate a vari-
ety of coordinated movements which vary in their frequency and patterning to meet monwn-
tary task demands. 'fhis article continues our dc:;cription of a family of a central pattern 
generator (CPC:) models whose oscillations exhibit the types of frequency changes and gait 
changes that rnany human:; and anirnals exhibit as they move at a. slower or faster pace. 
This rnodel extends earlier modeling of these generators that was briefly summarized in Co-
hen, Grossberg and Pribe (199:3). 'J'he model is capable of generating pararnct.ric behavioral 
properties of oscillatory rnovcments that have been reported in a nurnber of experimental 
situations. lt elaborates a type of reciprocally inhibitory or opponent processing anatorny 
tha.l is classical in the motor neurobiology literature (C:rillner cl al., 1991; Pearson, 1993) 
Hsing neurophysiological voltage-cHrrenl. interactions that have formed a. foundation for neu-
rophysiological research since the seminal work of Hodgkin ancl Huxley (1952). 
Oscillatory behaviors place unusual clema.ucls on expcrirnentalneuroscience because they 
are typically crncrgcnt properties due to interactions among rnultiplc neurons, each expe--
riencing multiple dynamical factors. Correspondingly, the CPGs subserving the oscillatory 
behaviors simulated here have not been completely ":>olved" by neurobiological experiments. 
'l'he present rnodel was derived by using the collective pressure of a large pa.rarnctric behav-
ioral data base, known neurophysiological and ana.tornical mechanisrns, and cornputational 
a.na.lyses of their erncrgent network properties. Our goal has been to describe what. is perhaps 
the simplest. CPG moclcl that satisfies all these constraints. Once the basic rncchanisrns arc: 
better understood, liner details of neural anatomy ancl spiking behavior that arc consistent 
with its qua.litative behaviors can be incorporated into the model. To this end, the model is 
used to rnakc a series of neurobiological predictions t.o guide fmthcr experirncuts concerning 
t.hc organization of such a CPG and how it. can give rise to observed oscillatory lwlra.viors. 
Along tire way, the rnoclcl sheds light on how simple neural conlrnands generate complex 
behavioral pat.t.crus as emergent properties of network interactions. Bdore introducing tire 
model, tire cxpcrinlc.nta.l background will he reviewed. 
Jt has been known since t.hc beginning of this cent. my t.lrat. t.hc dcafferentcd low-spimtl cat. 
can exhibit. n1uscle rhythms that. arc characteristic of walking (Brown, 19 LJ ). Slwrringtou 
(UJOG) claimed that the gaits were gcncra.tccl by a rdlex chain. 'l'his bccarnc an historic clc-
bate as to whether afFerent sensory signals were a necessary con1pom;nt of pat.l.crn generation 
(e.g., Gray, UJ50) or nol. (e.g., von Holst, 1\Fi4). 
Grillncr and Zangger ( 1979) reported t.hat. clcaffcrc;nt.ccl spinal c:at.s exhibit ga.its wit.h 
diff'crent hind-lirnb phase relationships depending upon Uw level of electrical st.irnulat.ion 
to the spinal cord. H is currently widely held t.hat. such oscillations arc spinally generated 
(Grillner c( aJ, 1988; Lundberg, 1980; Shik and Orlovsky, 197G). Although the existence 
of intraspinal mechanoreceptors in the lmnprcy (C:rillner and Wallen, J<JS:J) casts doubt on 
sorne deafferentation cxperirncnts, CPGs have been conclusively demonstrated in paralyzed 
spinal cats. Grillner and Zangger (1979) reported that fictive locornotion in acut.e :;pinal 
curarized cats can be initiated by injection of DOPA. Pearson and Rossignol (J99J) found 
that three rhythmic behaviors stepping, paw shaking, ancl paw-squeeze response could be 
generated by central neural networks deprived of phasic sensory input .. 
Nonetheless, afFerent signals have been established t.o be important in calibrat.ing the 
CPG to the animal's cnviromncnt. and t.o its biornechanical state. Grillner and Rossignol 
(1978) showed that a bipeclally walking decerebrate spinal cat can calibrate its rate of walking 
to that of a. treadmill. 'l'hcsc a.uthors showed that sensory input can signal a transition from 
stance to swing. Afferent signals rnay also be capable of stimulating activity in a CPG. 
Phasic input from group Ia a.fferents can reflexively induce extensor related activity in the 
cat (Lundberg, 1980). 'l'hus while the existence of CPGs has been established, afferent 
input plays an important role in generating the final motor output observed in the behaving 
animal; for reviews, see Delcomyn ( 1980) and Pearson ( 1993). Rhythmica.l modulation 
of CPG signals is also providccl by supraspinal systerns, e.g. the cerebellum (Arshavsky, 
Gelfand, and Orlovoky, 1985). 1'he situation in the insect is less clear; see Pearson (197Gb, 
1987) and Pearson, H.eyc, and Jl..obertson (HJ83). 
T'he present article devclopo a rninimal CPG network, without aJ[erent feedback, that 
simulat.es the funclarncntal behavior observed in spinal CPC:s, such as the anti-phaoe to in-
phase transition observed by Grillner and Zangger (1979). In Grossberg, Pribe, and Cohen 
(I ~l9G), the CPG model was tested by simulating behavioral data about human bimanual 
coordination. The present article sirnulateo biped and quadruped gaits and their transit.iono. 
iV!oclcl propertico may help to distinguish the intrinoic behavioral cornpctencico of a CPG 
frorn the modulatory infhwnccs introduced by afl'crcnt signals. Such an analysis should be 
uoeful in designing new cxperirnento, especially in light of Pearson's (J99:l) recent conclusion 
that. "in most motor systerns, it io dillicult to speci l'y exactly which fcatmco of the rnotor 
pattern depend upon afferent input.." 
Much evidence (for review;;, sec Edgerton cl, ;rJ (1976) and Shik and Orlovsky (HJ76)) 
suggests that quadrupedal and bipedal gaits and gait changco are generated by a spinal Cl'C: 
in response to to a supraspinal control signal. 'J'his key control signal is rnoclelccl here, and 
is called an arousal or C:O signal. Such a GO o;ignal also plays a key role in neural rnodcls of" 
reaching behaviors (Bullock and Grossberg, l988a, 1991), where they arc interpreted to arise 
within the globus palliclus (llorak and Anderson, Hl81a, HJ811b). Jn this context, the GO 
signal controls the speed of a reaching nwvcrncnt through tirnc. In the present analy:;io; ol" 
oscillatory rnovenwnts, it. is shown how a c:o signal can control both the frequency and the 
phase relationships of human and quadruped gaits. H was already shown in Grossberg, l'ribe, 
and Colwn ( 199G) how increase of the GO signal could cau:;e a transition l"rorn anti-phase to 
in-phase oscillation:;, or frorn in .. phase to anti··phasc oo;cillations. 
Our model focuo;ccs upon intcrlirnb timing; intralirnb coordination of flexor-extensor os-
cillations is not addressed. Tlli:; separation is supported by data of Pratt and .Jordan (1987) 
which show that the Henshaw cells and la inhibitory intcrncmons arc not p;rrt of the Cl'G 
l"or locornotion. These authors dcrnonstratcd that when strychnine io used to block the in·· 
hibitory output of these cell t.ypeo, there was no interruption in the generation of" fictive 
locornotion. 'J'heo;c data do not support models, such as the lVIiller and Scott (1977) rnodd, 
which require these cell type:;. Bullock and Grossberg (FJ91) have proposed an alternative 
role for Renshaw cells and fa intcrncurons ao; part of a spinal circuit which assures that 
the trajectories conrmancled by descending rnotor cornrnands arc not unduly cli:;torted under 
variable force conditions. 
A key issue concerns the rnanner in which arousal-dependent phase transitions may 
switch fronr in-phase to anti-phase oscillations, or vice versa. For cxarnple, as discussed in 
Grossberg, Prilre, and Cohen ( 1996), Yarnanishi, ct al. (1980) showed that burnan subjects 
tend, in a bimanual finger tapping task, to "slip" toward purely in-phase or purely anti-phase 
from intenncdiate phase relationships and to exhibit le;;s variability in in-phase and anti-
phase than in intermediate phase relationships. Kelso ( HJ81, 1981) showed that coorclinatecl 
finger rnovernents cannot maintain anti-phase oscillations in a bilateral finger movement task 
as the required oscillation frequency is increa;;ecl, but switch to in-phase oscillations at high 
frequencies. lvluybridge (1957) showed that transverse limbs exhibit a pairwise switch from 
in-phase to anti-phase oscillations when an animal moved from the slower movement of a 
trot to the faster movement of a pace. Furthermore, Pearson (1976a) observed that there 
is a stereotypical pattern of gaits which reliably occurs when a cat increases its speed of 
locomotion. Figure 1 plots the phase characteristics of cat gaits as the animal increases 
its speed of motion. 'I'here are four ;;tereotypical gaits walk, (.rot, pace, and gallop ·each 
characteri%ecl by clilfcrcnt phase relations between the limbs. While the animal rnight skip 
frorn walk to gallop, it never tran;;fcr;; from gallop to walk as its speed of rnotion increases. 
Figure J 
'fhc CPG model is capable of exhibiting all the frcquency-clependcn1. phase transitions 
that. were mentioned above as the C:O signal is para.rnetrically increased. 'fire rnoclcl is defined 
in t.enns of a. neural circuit from which oscillations arc an enwrgent property. 'I'hc model 
varia.b.Jes arc the activities, or potcntia.ls, of rnodcl neuron populations. Various alternat.ivc 
models of locomotion arc expres;;ed in terms of operating characteristics of t.he data, such 
as the phase angle of tire lirnbo (e.g., Schemer ct. a.l., IDCJO; Yuasa and Ito, 1990). Still other 
rnodels are based on generic, rnoclcl-indcpencknt features of general dynamical system;; (e.g., 
Collins and StPwart, I ~Hn). These models permit the application of some general thcorerns 
about !Iopf bifurcations to study gaits and their transitions (Golubitsky and Stewart, 1985). 
On Uw other hand, such rnodels do not. consider "specific aspects of the intrinsic clynarnics of 
each oscillator or the nature of the coupling between the oscillators (p. 288) ... "the equations 
have no particular physiological rneaning" (p. 29;1) ... and sorne commonly obsc~rvcd gaits 
"arc not found in our rnodelling analysis ... (and) ... "rna.y arise due to detailed aspects 
of the intrinsic dynamics or the CPG oscillators and/or the nature of the coupling between 
them" (p. 2911) (Collins ancl Stewart, JWJ:.J). 
'J'hc present approach attcrnpl.s to partially fill this gap. II. uses ubiquitously occurring 
physiological rncchanisms, notably model neurons that obey mcrnbranc or shunting equations 
(lloclgkin, 19611) which arc interconnected in ubiquitously occurring recurrent OJH:entcr off-
surround networks (Grossberg, 1982; T<andcl ct. aL 1991; 1\ufner, 19:3:3; RaUilf', HJ65; von 
lkkcsy, 1968). The goal is to understand how the a.natornics and dynarnieal parameters of 
such commonly occurring neural networks could be specialized through evolution lor purposes 
of locornotion. 'J'hc nwdcl CPG oscillators arc consequently built out or a. rninirnal number 
of excitatory ancl inhibitory rnoclel neurons, each of which obeys a rncrnbranc equation. 
'I'hc connectivity of the basic rnodcl is llxcd once a.ncl for all. 'I'hc inhibitory interneurons 
respond at a slower rate than the excitatory cello. Such slow inhibition is well--known to 
occur in sensory--nrotor systcrns; sec for exarnple Ducic! and Kufller (1961) and 1\aczrnarek 
and Levitan (1 987). It has also been proved under rather general conditions that such 
networks do not undergo oscillations if inhibition operate;; as quickly as excitation (Cohen 
and Grossberg, 198:3; Grossberg, 197:3, 1980, 1982). 'fhe excitatory and inhibitory neurons 
interact with each other via nonlinear sigmoid signals, another fa.nriliar neural constraint; 
sec for example Freeman (197:'5) and Grossberg (197:3, 1982). 'I'hc main result of this article 
is that, with proper excitatory and inhibitory connections, signals, and relative rates, such 
a neural design exhibits all the biologically observed gait;; as emergent properties when its 
GO signal is para.mctrica.lly increased. We therefore call such a model a GO Gait Generator, 
or G3 rnoclcl. 'l'onie rnodulation of motor behavior has, in fact, been observed in both 
vertebrates and invertebrates. For a. review see Harris-Warrick (1988). 
Given this basic fact, it then remains to further analy;;e how these gaits and gait change;; 
can be rnacle as efficiently and flexibly as pos;;ible. Some suggestion;; abont how this is 
achieved arc made herein. In particular, a CP rnodcl can generate walk and nm gaits in one 
parameter range as the GO signal increases, and trot, pace, and gallop gaits in a sorncwhat. 
different parameter range as the GO signal increases. As shown below, the walk and run 
parameter range io sufficient to provide insight into gaito like the human walk and run, and 
the elephant amble and walk. For quadrupeds like the cat, which can walk, trot, pace, and 
gallop, this leave;; the problem of how these two parameter ranges can be joined together. 
Given the ava.ilable experimental evidence, it is difficult to e:;tablish with certainty how this 
fusion arose during the evolutionary proceos. Our results make it. clear, however, that either 
two or more copies of the same circuit with slightly different. parameters, or one copy of 
the circuit with pa.rarnctcr;; that arc modulated by the GO signal, could do UlC job. In 
particular, given that the basic circuitry can reproduce all four observed gaits, one can 
begin to sec how a.n adaptive selection process could refine the circuit's basic competence as 
evo lu t.ion proceeded. 
The moot parsirnonious solution of this problern io one in which a single circuit exists 
whose para.1nctero arc rnodulated a.o the GO signal increases. An analysis of the ;;pon·· 
ta.neously occurring quadruped gait transitions hac; led 11S to propose how the GO signal 
rnay indeed modulate the functional connectivity of Uw network in an a.rousn.l·dcpendent. 
way. Such an evolutionary strategy seerns to have been discovered long ago, since task-
specific rnodulation of the functional comJcctivity of neural pattern generators has been 
expcrirnentally observed in invertebrates; for exarnplc, in the stornatogastric ganglion of the 
crab (llarris· Warrick and Marder, IDDI; Golowasch and Marder, I DD2). The pre;;cnt rnodcl 
predict.;; a prescribed pattcm of arousal-dependent inhibitory modulation that perrnit.s the 
naturally occurring quadr11ped gait. transitions, and only these transitions, t.o be cff.iciently 
generated by a single rnoclel circ11it. as its C:O ;;igna.l is parametrically increased within a 
specified range\ 
Stafford and Barnwell (1985) have made a related proJJOoal in which the intcrlimb in· 
hibiwry connectivity matrix is changed as a function of a dcoccnding tonic signal. In prin· 
ciple, the inhibitory rnoclulation introduced in our model could also be a. function, not of 
t.he GO signa.l, but of sornc other ;;ignal. llowcvcr, <my rnodel which relics on a descending 
signal to control gait. transitions rnust be able, in the absence of any rnodula.tion of inhibitory 
syna.ptic c;trcngth, to exhibit the phase transitions observed in the 0pinal preparation (Grill·· 
ncr and Zangger, 1979). Our rnodel has this capability; sec Grossberg, Pribc;, and Cohen 
(199G) and the discussion below. 
In sumrnary, t.he approach taken in this research has been to identify c;evcral behavioral 
data sets in different rnarnrnal models that could reasonably be argued as fundamental to 
neural pattern generation, and to identify a single family of CPGs t.hat arc built. llJl frorn 
cornrnonly occurring neural components and that can generate all of these bchavioro. Some 
of the fine 0tructure shown in these data sets, such as the fine structure of neuronal spikes 
and bursto, was deerncd not to be rate-limiting in t.hio analysis and was not modeled here. 
1 
Bursting spike patterns a.ncl related fine structure can be a.clclcd using well-studied Hodgkin-
Huxley dynamics (Carpenter, L977a, 1977b, J 979, J 981). In this regard, Grillner and his 
colleagues have shown that. they ca.n replicate much of the gross and fine structure of Lamprey 
CPG data (Ekeberg et a.l., HJ9l and Wallen cl a.l., 1992). However, in spite of the usc of 
considerably more pararneters, they have not yet. been able to replicate the gross struc:tnrc of 
the Grillner ancl Zangger data that is dcrnonstratcd here. In particular, the model exhibits 
the phase transitions between in-phase and anti-phase observed by Grillner and Zangger; sec 
aloo Grossberg, Pribc, a.nd Cohen (1996). 
2. The Ellias-Grossberg Oscillator 
The (t1 model elaborates a family of CPG models that was int.roduccd by Ellias and 
Grossberg (HJ75). In the E-G models, the excitatory signal;; but not the inhibitory signals 
arc coupled to a membrane equation, or shunting, interaction. We found it necessary for 
both the excitatory and the inhibitory signals to be coupled to shunting membrane processes 
to generate all the data patterns that arc presently simulated by the current CPG rnodel. 
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.l 
~~~!li = E[(l- y;)[:r7]+- y;], 
[w]+ = rna:r(w,O) 
( I ) 
(2) 
(3) 
In Grossberg, Pribc, and Cohen (199G), equations (1) (11) arc interpreted biophysically 
in tcrrns of Hodgkin-lluxlcy dynamics. llcrc, it sufliccs to note t.lrat the excitatory and 
inhibitory feedback signals .f(:r:;) and g(:r:1), rcspcct.ivcly, in (1) are rc:ctified sigmoids as in (-1). Each :r; excites only itscH, via ./(:r;) (recurrent. on-c:c:ntcr), whereas inhibition rnay occur 
via the lateral inhibitory coupling tenns /J11g(y1) (recurrent ofF-surround). 'l'he input l.crnrs 
T; rcprc:scnl. volitional input signals. When only a scalar GO signal perturbs the network, all 
I;= f. 
Oscillations in such a network occur only when the inhibitory interneuronal rate F in 
(2) is sufficiently small. Indeed, when E is sufficiently large, :r;, tracks :r:; in (2). 'fhcn !J; 
rnay be replaced by [:r;]+(J + [:r:.;] 1 ) in (1), and the network (l) approaches an equilibrium 
point under very general conditions on f and g if the cocflicicnts Du are symrnct.ric (Cohen 
and Grossberg, 191'::!; Grossberg, 197:), 1980; Hirsch, 1989). Addition of Uw shunting Lcnn 
·-:r;.;[:c7]+ in (2), that makes the gain of :r;; voltage-dependent, is needed to generate sonw gait 
transitions, such as the transition frorn the wa.lk to the run in bipeds that is simulated in 
Section G. 
3. The Four-Channel Quadruped Gait Oscillator 
i\ four-channel (;3 oscillator is capable of sirnula.ting quaclrupccl gaits and their tran-
sitions. Such a four-channel oscillator is designed by appropriately cornbining two of the 
5 
two-channel oscillators that were ana.lyzccl in Grossberg, Pribe, and Cohen ( !996), as in Fig-
ure 2. As in the two-channel oscillator, a single arousal source controls a scalar GO input, 1, 
and reciprocal inhibition occurs between all (:r,y) pairs. To sirnplify notation, the following 
abbreviations are used in the four channel parameter lists: the self-inhibitory coefficients D.;.; 
arc called DO. The reciprocal fore--•fore and aft~aft contralatera.l inhibitory coeflieients are 
all called JJI. The fore~aft and aft~forc ipsilateral inhibitory coefficients are called D2. 
'l'hc fore-·aft and aJt~forc contra.lateral (transverse) inhibitory coefficients are called D:l; 
see F'igu re ~~. 
Figure 2 
The quadruped gaits and gait transitions of the cat---walk, trot, pace, and gallop -were 
simulated. In order to present the target data, we adopt the display format used by Pearson 
(!97Ga). In Pearson's diagrams (see Figure 1), the movement of each limb is represented by 
il,Jl alternating black and white bar. The time that a limb is on the ground is repre;;ented 
by a black ba.r. T'he remainder of the time is represented by a white bar. 'I'he outputs of 
the gait generator are continuous (see for cxarnplc Figure 1lA). To transfonn this continuous 
output into !'carson's discrete representation, the output is thrcsholdcd and displayed as a 
two distinct levels: white represents suprathreshold output and black represents wbthreshold 
output. T'he suprathret~holcl activity represents the time that the foot is above the ground. 
The oscillating network activities in Figure iJJ\ arc then displayed as in Figure iJB. The first 
four output peaks in Figure i]J\ are nurnbered and thc0e numbcr0 correspond to the nurnbcrs 
labeling the white ba.rs in Figure iJ.B. In thi0 example, a walk is shown (corn pare/ Figure 
l ). In addition to the walk, trot, pace, and gallop, there is an additional quaclrupcda.J gait 
ca.Jicd the pronk, wherein all four lirnbs rnovc together. This gait is not found in the cat. 
A syrnmctric choice of pararnci.crs can generate a pronk as a four-channel version of the 
in-phase oscillation discu0sed in C:ros0bcrg, Pribc, and Cohen (I 996). It is shown below how 
to elirninatc the pronk while maintaining all the desired cat gaits and transitions. 
As in the twcH:hannel case that was ;;tncliccl in Grossberg, Pribc, and Cohen (I 996), 
symnwtric initial data, weigbt,s, and uniform arousal rct~nlt in syrmnetric oscillations or 
approach to an equilibrium point. II is nc'ccssary to break this symmetry to understand 
bow asynnnctric gait;; arc generated. Symnwt.ry-brciaking can be~ accomplished by spatial or 
ternporal asyrnrnetries in the arousal signal. It was found that stereotyped temporal lags 
in the arrival tirnc of the GO :;ignal produced the rnost reliable results. T'bc tirne lag with 
which ont~et of a new level oJ' GO signal to the bind channel activities, :~: 3 ancl :1: 1 , follows 
onset at the fore channel activities, :r 1 and :r2, is called the hindlaq. 'fhe tirne lag with which 
CO signal onset to the right hand channel activities, :r2 and :r,1, follows onset to the left 
hand cllanncl activitict~, :r1 and :r3 , i:; called the .sidclag. Ilcncc, il' the change in arousal, !11, 
arrives at :r 1 at timet= 0, then the arousal change arrives at :r2 at tirnc t = sidelag, at :r:J 
at. t.irnc t = hindla.g, and at :r1 at timet = sidelag + hindlag. This constant set of lags, in 
the order l-,2-,,J-A, was suflkient to support all the gait;; and gait transitions, despite the 
fact that cli!Fcrcnt gaits exhibit cli!l'ercnt syrnrnetrics with respect to the four limbs. 
Figure 3 
4. A Simulation of Cat Gaits and Gait Transitions 
'J'he anatomically symrnetric ver;;ion of tbe model with ternpora.J asynrmetrics in the 
arousal signa.! is capable, as shown in Figure 5;\ of producing the trot, pace, am! gallop 
in the order shown in Figme l. Extensive ;;imulations disclosed, however, that tbi0 CPG 
(j 
is sensitive to changes in initial conditions and parameters. Figure 5B illustrate:o how a 
parameter change may elinlinate one of the gaits in the sequence. Another problem is that, 
although the phase relationships exhibited in Figme J are also observed in the rnodcl output 
in Figure 5B, the duty cycles are not. 'I'he fraction of the wavelength that activation remains 
above threshold in Figure 5 appears too short for the trot. and gallop, but too long for the 
pace, as compared to Figme l. Adjust.ing the threshold used to convert the output of the 
oscillator to the "binary" fonn used by Pearson cloc:o not irnprove the model in this regard. 
Figme 1) 
'I'he:oc simulation results showed that the basic GO-modulated opponent CPC has latent 
within it the types of gaits and gait transitions that have been perfected through evolution. 
What sort of evolutionary reiinements of the CPG could select and stabilize the particular 
gaits that best fit particular combiuations of bodily and environmental constraints? 
Figure 5 
5. Arousal-Dependent Modulation of Inhibitory Gain 
A diagnosis of these gaits and gait transitions led to a prediction about how the conect 
gaits and gait transitions rnay be consistcnlly and stably generated in a quadruped like 
the cat. As noted below, an analogous rncchanism has been reported in neurobiological 
cxperirnents on invertebrate CPCs. The proposed mechanism rnay thus be a variation on 
an early evolutionary design. 
'l'he propo:occl rneclmnism takes into account. the fact t.ha.t anat.ornical asynrmetries in the 
inhibitory c.oelficicnts tend to favor one gait over another. The need to generate all possible. 
lirnb cornbinations walk, trot, pace, and gallop thus rcconnncnds a rnorc symmetric choice 
of coefficients to avoid clorninancc by a single gait, if these cocll.icients remain constant 
through time. Such a choice, however, con lei create the problern that the correct gaits, and 
only these gaits, may not. reliably enwrgc. 
In contrast, one can obtain reliable and rapid gait. change's by using a:oynrnretric arousal-
depcndcnl rnoclnlation of the inhibitory coeflic:icnt:o to force gait change:;. Such :otav-.. 
dependent. rnodulation converts a single anatomical circuit into clilfcrcnt. functional circuit;; 
that arc pararnc:t.c:rizccl IJy tire arousal level. c:olowasch ancl Marder ( UJ'J2) have reported 
stat.c-clcpcnclcnt. rnodulation ol' l'unctional connectivity in t.hc CPG within tire ;;tonmtoga:;tric 
ganglion of the crab. Tire present. analysis suggests that a similar strategy rnay be clcployccl 
in the ;;pinal CPG that controls gait transitions in the cat. 
and 
With this addition, the syst.ern becomes: 
:r; = --!!:1:; + ( 13 - :1:;)[f(:r;) +I;]···· ( C + :r1) L D,jh;j(l)g(!Jj) 
.J 
Vi= F[(l- !};)[:~:;]+ -y;]. 
(5) 
(G) 
Arousa.l I now performs two functions: it rnodulat.cs the inhibition and provides t.he act,i-
vation t.ha.t trigger;; the oscillations. Using state-depcnclcnt. modulation, stability is realized 
along with greater flexibility. In particular, ot.her input sources could be used to alter t.hc 
st.crcot.ypecl expression ol' gait transitions. For cxarnple, an anirnal could choose t.o rcrnain in 
one gait longer than it otherwise would by using top-clown input. frorn the brain to further 
nrodula.t.c t.hc inhibition. Tcnn h1j(!) in (5) describes inhibitory modulation by the arousal 
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signal f. Presynaptic modulation via a term h.;J(I;) and postsynaptic modulation by a tcnn 
hu(Ij) work equally well to generate quadruped gait transitions in our simulation ;;tudicc;. 
Figure() 
Grossberg, Pribe, and Cohen (1996) showed that a primary determinant of phase be-
havior in the two channel oscillator is the ratio of the inhibitory coeflicicnts. 'fhis fact can 
be used to guide the choice of inhibitory modulation in the four-channel model: Choose 
inhibitory modulation for a. ji.ced arousal level to move pairs of two channel oscillators into 
the phase relationship which would be predicted by that analysis. Thus, to induce a walk, 
four inhibitory coeflicientc;, the two D2 aft--~fore and the two D2 fore~aJt coeflicients may 
be reduced to zero from a base level of O.:l; see 'fable 1. 'J'he D3 coelllcients may be raic;ed 
from the base level in order to induce a trot a.t the cho:oen arousal level. 'fhc D2 codlicients 
may be raised from the base level in order to induce a pace. H.aic;ing the JJJ coefficients 
while leaving the other coefficientc; (D'2 and IJ:l) at the ba:oe level gives a gallop. Tuning 
of the arousal dependence in each channel i::; a.s c;hown in Figure 6. 'l'hc coefficients of all 
reciprocal pathways were thus set equal except during the walk. 
'J'able I 
1'\~urc~s 7 and 8A surnmarize sirnulat.ions using this arousal-dependent. modulation of the 
inhibitory gain. When a c;patial asymrnetry in the arou:oal level is used, it sornetimes takes 
several cycles before the oscillator sctl.les into the desired gait., as :ohown in Figure 7. Jn 
addition, there is a. jump, or pronk, a.t gait initiation that ic; not observed in quadrupcclc;. 
'fhi::; problem rna.y be avoided by using a ternporal asymnretry in the arrival l,irne of arousal 
changes, as in Figure SA. Since temporal asyrnrnetry irnplics that different channels may 
be receiving cliffercnt arousal levclo a.t the same tirnc, the tirning of the inhibitory modula-
tion could be different il" the inhibitory modulal,ion depended upon the arousal level of the 
presynaptic cell, h;j(1;), the post:oyna.pi.ic cell, hi.i(lj), or of the connnand cell, h;j(I). In 
our sirnula.t.ions, all three choices generated quadruped gail. l.ransil.ionc; equally well. 'L""hc 
plot:,; herein were generated with the cornrnand cell tirning, h.ij( !). A fast gait switch from 
a walk to a llacc is shown in Figure 8B. J\ frequency plot of the CPG for the walk, trot, 
pace, and gallop is shown in Figure 9. Note the appropriate rnonotonc increase in frequency 
of oscillations as a function of the GO :oignal. The model also shows a monotone decrease, 
ac; arousal increases and successive gaits unl"old. in the a.rnount of time thai. the oscillator 
cornrna.nds the limb to touch ground (Figure 8!\), a:o also occurs jn vjvo (Figure 1). A rnorc 
quantitative fit to the data may require linkage of the oscillator to a limb model with afferent 
and efFerent signa.lling. 
Figure 7 
6. Gait Control of the Walk, Run, and Amble: Phase Replication 
ln various quadruped gaits, different relative orderings of lirnb movements clisl.inguic;h 
between gaits. llowever, the human walk and run gail.c; both have the sarnc relative lirnb 
order. Nor can they be distinguished on the b<l.Sis of l"requency of oc;cillation. since each gail 
may exhibit the S<Unc frequency: 'J'he limbe; may oscillate at the same frequency dnring a 
fast walk as they do during a slow run. 
Figure 8 
In addition to the human, the elephant also uses two qualitatively different gaits with 
the sarne phase relationship. Where the human uses the walk and the run, the elephant iR 
capable of the amble and the walk. 'I'hcc;e two gaits in the elephant have the same phac;c 
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relationship: right-fore, left-hind, left-fore, right-hind. The difference between an amble and 
a walk in the elephant is readily distinguished by any obsc~rver, as is the difference between 
the walk and the run in a human. 
Is there a connection between these biped hnman gaits and the quadrnped elephant 
gaits? Although humans are bipeds, their arms typically move dming normal locon10t.ion 
and this movement is conplcd to the leg swings. Ivluybridge (1957) noted that humans use 
a limb timing pattern sirnilar to the quadrnpecl wall<. According to this view, the hurnan 
docs not synchronize the leg and the contralateral arm .. as would be the case if human limb 
timing was analogous to a trot. 
Fignrc 9 
Jn order to nrH]crstancl how two different gaits could exist with the sanre phase rela-
tionships, we exploited the discovery noted in Grossberg, Pribe, and Cohen (199Ci) that a 
two-channel 0:3 network can generate the sanre plra:oe relationships with different wavcfonn 
:oha.pcs in different parameter regions. We call this property phase teplical.ion. 'I'he four-
channel 0 3 network also cxhibit:o two phase replicating regimes that exhibit qualitatively 
different waveform shapes while maintaining the sarnc relative order of :c; activity. In order 
to be consistent with the human finger nroverncnt and cat leg rnovcrnent simulations, this 
hypothesis leads us to interpret. the regime occurring at lower arou:oal levels as a. controller 
for the walk and the regime at the higher arousal levels as a. controller for the run. Is this 
hypothesis consistent with data about walking and running? 
Figure 10 
Examples of the two different. waveforms arc :ohown in Figure I 0. 'I' he "walk" oscillations 
(on the left of the figure) arc characterized by sharp peaks that take up a smaller fraction 
of the cycle than do the rnorc plateau-like o;;cillations that characterize the "run" (on the 
right side of th<: figure). Figures I 0 and I I suggest. how it. can be that different hurnan gaits 
cannot he distinguished by relative linrb order or even hy frequency. 1'hc frequency plot 
for the model walk and run in Figure lJ A shows, as in the lnnnan walk ancl run, that the 
oscillator can p;c.nerate overlapping frequency region:;. Neither limb order nor frequency can 
thus Ire nsed to distinguish between these two gaits. A rneasure that. can distinguish the 
gaits is :ohown in Figure liB, namely Ure fraction of the cycle in which an activity :r:, is above 
thre:;hold. Walks show fractions of cycle above threshold of lc:os than .2:), whereas runs arc 
above .~ll. This property suggests how a lirnb may have a longer duty cycle that is, rnay 
remain on the ground a larger fraction of the t.irne during a walk than a run. 
Figure lJ 
'flrese sinnrlat.ion:; of walking and running gaits and their transition do not require 
arousal-dcpcnd<~nt modulation of inhibitory coellicients. Since only one lirnb order i:o re-
quired, the bias on the inhibitory coefficients can rcrnain constant acro:;:o gaits. All that is 
necessary to switch between the arnblc and the walk or the walk and the run is an incrca:oc 
in the arousal level. 'fire existence of arousal-dependent inhibitory rnodulat.ion may thus be 
expected to occnr prinrarily when synrmetry reversals are required across gaits. 
7. Discussion 
We have de:;cribcd a farnily of central pattern generator models for the control of the 
most important quadruped and biped gaits and their transitions. 'J'hese GO Gait Generator 
rnodels arc activated by a descending GO signal, or arousal :oignal, that instantiates the 
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will to act. The internal excitatory and inhibitory nonlinear feedback interactions of the 
rnodel convert wch a. descending volitional signal into structured oscillations capable of ac-
tivating limbs with the orders ancl frequencies ob:;erved during the cat walk-trot-pace-gallop 
gait transitions, the human walk-run transition, and the elephant amble-walk transition. 
Rapid switching between gaits with different. in-phase and anti-phase properties is facili-
tated by :;mall, but. stereotyped, asymmetries in arousa.l size and/or tirning, supplemented 
by arousal-dependent modulation of inhibitory signals. Such rnoclulation converts a single 
anatomical circuit into different functional circuits that arc parameterized by the arousal 
level. T'ask-specific rnodulation of functional connectivity in neural pattern generators has 
been experimen\a.lly reported in invertebrates (Golowasch and Marder, 1992). We herein 
predict that nwdulation of functional connectivity is used in the central pattern generators 
that control gait transitions in quadrupeds snch as the cat. 
'l'he nse of a GO signal to instantiate the will t.o act has also played an irnportan\ role 
in models of reaching and related skilled arrn rnovement:; in hunrans and monkeys (Bnllock 
and Gros0berg, 1988a, l988b, 1 991; llnllock, Grossberg, and !VI annes, 199~l; Gaudiano and 
Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg, Guenther, Bullock, and Greve, 199~l). Here the GO signal is 
interpreted to occur in the global pallid us, based upon neurophysiological data from behaving 
rnonkeys (Horak and Anderson, 1981a, 1981lb ). A pathway from the basal ganglia. to the 
:;pinal cord has also been implicated in the control of spinal movenrent generators. 'J"he (}'3 
model provides insight. into how such a descending pathway can control cornplex quadrnpol 
gaits and their transitions. 
In particular, there exists a pathway from Globns Pallid us (GP) to the pednncnlopontine 
nuclei (PPN) that goes on to the medulla (MED) and fina.lly to the spinal cord (Nanta and 
Feirtag, 1986). This pathway can serve as the rnean:; for the expression of the CO signal 
in Uw generation of stereotypical gait patterns. Grill ncr a.nd Zanggcr ( 197:i) dcrnons\ratccl 
that in the acute nw:;encepha.lic cats (precollicular, postnrarnrnilary transect.ions) exhibit. gait 
transitions as a runction or level or :;tinnrlation to the nncleus cunciforrne. Ga.rcia-H.ill and 
Skinner (HJ87) and Skinner and Garcia--Hill (l'J'JO) (also working with prccollicnlar, pos\-
rnarnrnilary transcctccl cats) reported i.hat the mesencephalic locornol.or region (!vlLH.) has as 
its prirnary relay to the spinal pattern generator the rcticulospinal cells in the rnecliovent.ral 
rnedulla. 'J"hcy also reported that s\imula.tion a.\ either site evokes locornol.ion. Lai and Siegel 
(1990) reported :;tcpping-likc behavior elicited by consecutive train stimulation to the l'l'N 
(which abut.:; the i:VJLH.) and thai. PPN projects l.o l\!IFD. Ca.rcia-l{ill, Skinner, and Fit~,gcrald 
(1985) found that by injecting increasing arnounts of C:ABA antagonists into tlw pedunculo-
pontinc nuclei of the cat, gait transitions frorn a walk to a. trot to a gallop could be induced. 
Skinner and Garcia-Hill (1990) hypothesized a. cholincrgicjcatccholarninergic push-pull pro-
cess as a neural substrate for generating these a.nd other rhythrnic signals. This hypothesis 
is consi:-:tent with the on··ecnt.er off-surround mechanisrns modeled in this paper. Indeed, the 
ability of these model C'l'Gs lo generate both in-phase and anti phase oscillations suggests 
that it may be a fruitful basis for modeling other oscillatory processes controlled by di:-:-
tributed neural networks, induding those in which either in-phase or anti-pha:;c oscillations 
are evidence or a pathologic state. 
Model properties predict that an anima.! will V;nd to always initiate a gait from a standing 
start in the same way, since a :;hift in arousal frorn 7-cro always initiates a new gait in the 
same phase. The model does not randornly choose a limb to start the gait, but uses a 
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preferred limb to initiate the gait. 'I'his property was experimentally observed in a pilot 
study of the initiation of walkin,~ by free-roving clogs; each animal tended to begin moving 
the sarne limb each time (Pribe, 1991). On the other hand, state-dependent modulation of 
inhibitory coefficients provides a means whereby top-down signals rnay be used to supersede 
the preprograrnrnecl gait of the neural pattern generator. By such means, an animal could 
continue to trot intentionally at a much higher speed than usual before switching to a. pace 
or a gallop. Arousal-dependent;; inhibitory modulation is tim;; a powerful tool for achieving 
flexible but stable control of neural oscillators in real tinw. 
Stein (1974) derived ;;everal propcrtie;; of intcrlimb coorclination frorn an anaJysis of the 
crayfi;;h swimmcrct systern. Om work onpplcments this analysis. Stein noted that the neural 
network which specifies locomotoric pattern;; is at once central and distributed. It is central 
in the ;;ense that the deaffercnted preparation exhibits the patterns observed in the intact 
animal. It i;; distributee! in the ;;en;;c that there is an anatomically cli;;tinct rhythmic control 
center driving each limb. 'l'hc gait ;;pecifying network is, in this view, cornprised of three 
functionally distinct classes of neurons: command, oscillator, and coordinating. Command 
neurons ;;et the level of excitability of the control centers, but do not directly specify the 
interlimb phase relationships. O;;cillator nemon;; produce the rhythmic bur;;ts that drive 
rnotoneuron discharge. The precise information necessary for intcrlinrb coordination i;; spec-
ified by coordinating neurons. In our CPG model, tbc comrnancl cell output i;; analogous to 
the GO ;;ignal. The inhibitory potential;; governed by equations (2) and (G) play a dual role: 
'l'hey arc) a part of the oscillators distributed acros;; the limbs and they arc the coordinating 
;;ignals specifying the prcci;;e interlimb timing. 
These results on bow neural oscillations rna.y control gaits u;;ing their intc)rnal feedback 
dynamic;; clarify why anirnals do not always choose p;aits with l.lre optirna.l energy efliciency 
(iV!cMahon, 198~ ). Explanation;; of how oscillator parameters are tuned for more cllicient 
gait control rna.y be ;;ought in evolutionary term;;, including neural adaptation that may 
inJluencc the ratios of the rnodulation coefficients, and thus the arou;;al level;; at. which gait 
switches occur. Orw factor that rnay influence such a.davt.a.tion is the physical dymnnics of 
the nrn;;cular and skeletal systcrn, which can also influence gait;; both directly and indirectly 
(Raibert, 1990). 'l'he physical forces acting on tire system dming the motion may directly 
force gait ;;witchc;;. 'l'hese forces rnay also have long-ternr indirect cfl'cct,s by cau;;ing differ·· 
entia! tis;;uc development, and ;;lrort term indirect dl'ccLs by providing ;;cnsory input to the 
joint or stretch receptors. 'l'hc interaction or ncmal pattern generator;; with ;;uch physical 
con;;traints require;; further ;;tucly. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Table 1: 'I'he value;; of the modulated inhibitory cocflicient:s for increa:sing arou:sallcveh.1. 
Sec also Figme 6. 
Figure 1: 'I'he stepping patterns of the cat are depicted schernatically in these diagrams. 
Reading from left to right, each horizontal bar indicates for a single leg the tinre the foot is 
off the ground (white parts of bar) and on the ground (black parts of bar). 'fhis, somewhat. 
idealized, figure i:s adapted from Pearson (J976a). It shows that, during the gallop, both fore 
limbs and both hind lirnbs have an in-phase relationship. In fact, dming a gallop, the eat's 
l'ore and hind limbs depart slightly frorn the in-pha:sc (iVluybridge, 1957). Since the in-phase 
and pure anti-phase relationships occur for mo:st lirnb pairings acros:s gait;;, we have focused 
upon the:se relationships in om analysis. Sirnulations sugge:ot that a :small asyrnrnetry in the 
relative values of E in equation (2) rnay be used to induce one limb of an in-phase pair to 
trail the other slightly, as observed in the gallop. A study of thi:s :srnall effect i:s a topic l'or 
future research. 
Figure 2: 'fhis figure sclrcrnatizcs the four channel oscillator for generating phase rela-
tionships consistent with all pos:sible qtwdrupcdal gaits by varying arousal level. Inhibitory 
connections between the fore and hincl lirnbs arc represented by arrows origina!.ing at the 
source of the inhibition and numbered by the label of the noclc which i:s the clestirratiorr. 
A like labeled arrow represents the clesl.inat.iorr of this inhibition. The network has self-
excitation labeled by the pararneter DO, inhibition between fore lirnbs and between bind 
lirnbs labdecl by /)],inhibition between matched fore lirnb:s and hind lirnb:s labeled by IJ'2, 
and connections betwc<'n crossed fore limbs and hind lirnbs labeled by DJ. 
Figure 3: Key to the reciprocal irrbibitory coefficient;; labels, IJO, J)J, JJ'2, and /J:l, u:sed in 
the text. 
Figure 4: (A) An cxarnple plot of the oscillator output. 'I'he mnnbered output pca.ks 
rcf'er to the corre:spondingly numbered above threshold a.ctivitie:s in (B): i\ diagranr of the 
output slrowrr in the prcvion:s figure that lra.s been !.lncsholdcd at o.:n. The numbered 
white squares correspond to the mrnrbercd peaks in the previous figure. Tire para.rnctcrs an: 
A = 1.0, B = 1.1, C = 2.5, no = 0.8, IJJ = 0. 185, IJ2 aft~fore ,= 0.0, D2 fore·-- aft = 0.15, 
IJ:l aft.~fore = 0.1 :), o:l fore ..... , aft = 0.0, /1' = 1.5, F1 = 9.8, C: r = :UJ, 1'2 = O.:'i, (.'2 = 0.5. 
cordlag = 0.002:), .sidclo.g = 0.001, i 111 a,, = CiO.O. The arousal level i:s 1 = 0. J. 
Figure 5: (A) Only the arousal wa:s varied to achieve the trot, pace, and gallop .. '1 = 1.0, 
JJ = 1.1, C = 2.:i, JJO = 0.95, Dl = 0.2:i5, D2 = IU, IJ:3 = O.:l, E = U1, F1 = 9.8, 0 1 = :l.9, 
F2 = 0.5, Ch = 0.5. cordlag '= 0.2, sidclag = 0.05, i 111 a,, = CiO.O, and !11 = 0.02:). The initial 
conditions were reset to zero before each gait was sampled. Starting this o:scillator with 
non·zero initial conditions rnay lead to differing gaits for the ;;arne arou:sal levc:lo. (B) Only 
the arou:oaJ was varied as in the previous figure. 'J'he initial conditions were reset to zero for 
the run;; in this sirnula.tion. The pace disappears when B is changed from 1.1 to l.O:'i. 
Figure 6: Plots of the inhibitory cocfllcienl strengths as a function of arousal level l. 
Appropriate ratios of the inhibitory strcngUr:s guide stable switching. Plot (;!) shows the 
strength of JJ I, ( /J) shows tlw strength of !J2 aft~forc, (C) :show;; the strength of /)2 
forc--,a.ft, (D) shows the strength of IJ:3 aft--fore, and (E) shows the strength of IJ:l forc~aJt .. 
See 'fable 1 for the values of inhibitory cocllic:ients as a function of l. 
Figure 7: Arousal-dependent. modulation of the inhibitory coeflicientc; with a spatial asyrn-
IG 
metry in the arousal signal yield:o all four gaits. The input I+ 8 to :r 1 defines the spatial 
asyrnrnctry. !l = UJ, JJ = 1.05, C = 2.5. DO, Dl, D2, and D3 are as specified in Table 1. 
E = 1.5, F'1 = 9.8, 0 1 = :J.9, F2 = 0.5, G2 = 0.5. conl/ag = 0.0, .sidclag = 0.0, 8 = 0.001, 
lnw., = 30.0, and /';1 = 0.25. The initial condition:,; were reset to zero before each new value 
of J wa:o in:otated. 
Figure 8: (A) Arousal-dependent modulation of the inhibitory coefficients with a tcrnporal 
asymmetry in the arousal signal yields all four gaits. The temporal asymmetry i:o a small 
asynchrony in the arrival time of any change in arousal to the channels. 'I'hus cordlag = 
0.00025 and sidclag = 0.0001. Parameter:,; !\Ch arc chosen as in Figure 7 and 8 = 0.0, 
lma" = :JO.O, and /';1 = 0.25. 'I'hc initial conditions were reset to zero before each new value 
of I was instated. Even a small ten1pora.l asymrnetry can generate fast gait initiation. (B) 
Initiating a walk from a still position, then generating a transition to a pace. 'I'he arousal 
is instantaneously switched frorn 1 = 0.1 to I= 0.:35 at/.= 25.0. 'I'he initial conditions were 
sci, to zero at I= 0.0. !"''"' = 50.0, f:;t = 0.2:), and other parameters are as in Figure SA. 
Figure 9: Frequency plot for the Jour-channel generator with arousal-dependent inhibitory 
modulation. The initial conditions were reset at each I increrncnt. 'J'hc frequencies were 
sarnpled at arou:oal increments of .01. The other pararneters arc as in the Figure 8. 
Figure 10: (A) A switch frorn a walk, I= 0. I, to a run, f = 0.15. Note that the relative 
phase stays the same, but the shape of the waveform changes dranwtica.lly. 'J'he other 
pa.ra.rnctcrs were chosen as in in Figure 4. The arousal incrcrncnt occurred at I = 30 and 
only the arousal level was changc:d. (B) A plot of the thrcsholded output. Note the clean 
initiation of the walk and the clean transition to the run. 'J'hc output threshold was .:J:l. 
The other parameters arc as in Figure I OA. 
Figure 11: (A) 'l'hc frequencies of the walk and the run. Notice that the walk and the 
run can have overlapping frequencies for dilf"cring arousal level;;. Hence frequency cannot be 
used to discrirninatc between the gaits. The frcquencic:o were sarnplcd at arouc;al increments 
of .OJ and the initial conditions were rc:oct to zero for each sample. Other pararnctcr:o were 
as in the Figure 9. (Jl) The walk and the run can be distinguished quantitatively by the 
fraction of the cycle that. <:adr :1.'£ has :oupra.tlm:shold activity. 
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II walk I trot pace I gallop I 
-
DO 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
·-
D1 o.:l o.:J o.:l 0.55 
·-
J)'2 a fl. --) fore 0.0 o.:l 0.55 0.3 
f--- ·-
D2 fore ---; afi o.:J 0.:3 0. ti;J 0.3 
-·- ·-
/X) af/ ---; fore o.:l 0.55 ().;3 0.3 
·~--··· -·.-····-
/);) fore ---; af/ 0.0 0.5:) o.:.l o.:J 
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Figure SA 
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